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The Pioneering Master of Yaoi Manga

Osamu Tezuka, renowned as the "Father of Manga," broke new ground
with his groundbreaking work in the yaoi manga genre. Links, first
serialized in 1972, stands as a testament to Tezuka's artistic brilliance and
his willingness to explore taboo subjects.

A Captivating Storyline

Links follows the intricate love story between two young men, Testuo and
Shutaro, who find themselves intertwined in a web of forbidden desire. As
they navigate the complexities of their emotions, they must confront
societal prejudice and their own inner struggles.

Unforgettable Characters

Tezuka's characters are vividly drawn and deeply relatable. Testuo, a
sensitive and introspective artist, grapples with his sexuality and the fear of
being ostracized. Shutaro, on the other hand, is a charismatic and outgoing
musician who struggles to reconcile his feelings for Testuo with the
expectations of society.

Groundbreaking Impact on Yaoi Manga

Links had a profound impact on the development of yaoi manga. It
challenged traditional gender roles and explored the complexities of same-



sex relationships in a way that had never been done before. Tezuka's work
paved the way for future yaoi manga artists and helped to bring the genre
into the mainstream.

A Must-Read for Yaoi Manga Enthusiasts

Links: The Complete Collection is an essential read for anyone interested
in yaoi manga. Tezuka's masterful storytelling, unforgettable characters,
and groundbreaking themes make this a captivating and thought-provoking
work that deserves a place on the bookshelf of every yaoi manga
enthusiast.
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